Flooring Remnants FAQ
In addition to a wide variety of customizable floor covering products, Floor Factors
carries a large inventory of remnants. Find out more about this budget-friendly
flooring solution and get answers to some of the most frequently asked questions.

Are remnants new or have they been used?
Flooring remnants are pieces of new flooring material left
over from our flooring installations. Since we work with
only the top flooring manufacturers, our materials are
of the highest quality. Our remnants are housed in our
warehouse and kept in optimal condition. For example, our
carpet remnants are rolled with the fibers on the inside
because this is the best way to preserve it during storage.

What kinds of materials are available?
Depending on our current stock, we might have these remnant flooring materials on hand:
Carpet and carpet tiles
Cork
Hardwood
Laminate

Linoleum
Luxury vinyl tile (LVT)
Stone
Tile

Vinyl
Vinyl composition tile (VCT)

Our selection changes, which means you’ve always got options! We invite you to get in touch to find out
what’s currently in stock. Remnants are available to view 8am to 5pm, Monday through Friday.

What are the warranty terms?
In order to receive a warranty, flooring needs to be purchased directly from the manufacturer.
Remnant flooring does not come with a warranty.

Features & Use
What are the benefits of remnants?
Using flooring remnants for your remodeling project is a great way to save money on materials. Not only
are they a fraction of the cost of new floors, they’re available immediately!

Where can I install remnants?
Remnants are suitable for both residential and commercial use. Since remnants are left over from
remodeling projects, there may not be enough matching material for an entire home or larger rooms.
They’re the perfect choice for smaller rooms, such as:
Bathrooms
Bedrooms
Closets
Dining rooms
Entryways
Garages
Guest houses

Home gyms
Kitchens
Laundry rooms
Offices
Utility rooms
And more!

Looking to create a custom area rug? Carpet remnants and tiles are an excellent choice and a great
accent to any room. We can also fabricate any of our carpeting materials into custom area rugs to
perfectly suit your design needs and vision!

Care & Maintenance
How do I properly clean and maintain remnant flooring?
In order to clean and maintain your remnant flooring, simply follow the maintenance best practices
for the flooring type. Remnants are cleaned and maintained using the same methods. Check out our
flooring care and maintenance pages to learn how to clean different types of flooring. Cleaning supplies
and materials are available for purchase in our showroom.

How Can I See the Flooring Remnants You Have in Stock?
Remnants often need to be retrieved by forklift or are located behind other materials. Due to these
storing methods, accessing remnants requires additional preparation time for our team. Please speak
with one of our team members so they can coordinate a viewing with you. Remnants are available to
view 8am to 5pm, Monday through Friday.
When a customer requests a sample of remnant flooring, we provide them with a swatch. We are very
careful not to cut off large swatches since that would comprise the size of the remnant.
We strive to offer a high level of customer service and understand shopping for remnants is not always
the simplest process but is worth the discounted price we are able to extend to our customers.
We strive to offer a high level of customer service and understand shopping for remnants is not always
the simplest process but is worth the discounted price we are able to extend to our customers.

To get remnants for your next build, remodel, or expansion,
stop by or give us a call at 503-222-9393.
www.floorfactors.com

